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Wood for the trees
Original timber frames, doors and panels
were repurposed in the renovated seaside
home. “Different woods can live together
and be in harmony – just like different trees
in the forest,” homeowner Leon says. A
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An architect renovates his ocean-front home, staying
true to his philosophy to recycle original materials

HOM ES

W H O

L I V E S

H E R E ?

ARCHITECT/FURNITURE DESIGNER LEON SAVEN,
HIS WIFE JANN AND THEIR DAUGHTER GABRIELLA
Rooms with views The dining and lounge areas and bedrooms face the
ocean, with bedrooms flanking the living space. “It’s a very simple diagram,
and that was always the diagram I wanted for the house,” Leon says.
Double duty A sliding door connects the guest bedroom to the den for a
large rec room if needed. “Guest rooms get left dormant for long periods – this
way you can incorporate it into a room you can use all the time,” Leon says.
Future possibility The side part of the deck can be turned into a bedroom.

ARCHITECT LEON SAVEN’S DESIGN PHILOSOPHY is to recycle as many of the existing materials as possible
on a project. This philosophy naturally extended to the renovation of his own home, which is a perfect example
of materials repurposed. “The budget didn’t allow us to demolish the house and build a new house, and, anyway,
that wouldn’t be my style,” Leon explains. Instead, he worked with the original main frame of the simple, mid-1970s,
flat-roofed box, but scooped out the contents – which were set aside to use later.
Leon, his wife Jann and their daughter Gabriella had moved into the house 12 years ago, after an extended stint
in California. Not only were they all excited to be living by the beach, but for Jann, it was particularly special as she
had grown up in the house. However, it was still important for her new family to make the house their home.
Exterior mahogany cladding was transferred to the interior, doors were sanded back to their raw state and
installed in new positions, and even the old timber staircase was reused in different ways. Without a doubt, the
most striking feature of the house is the symphony of wood – about a dozen different species fit beautifully
together. “It’s certainly not a purist’s approach,” Leon comments. “A lot of architects, including myself, want to do A

A BLACK STEEL WALL ADDS
A STRONG FOCAL POINT

Window to the world The large, industrial-style, steel-framed kitchen windows, above, have lovely views of a freshly planted herb and vegetable
garden. “We wanted to connect strongly with the back of the house, and the mountain where there were big granite boulders – some of which were
previously in the house,” Leon comments. Watery hues In the living area, right, it was intended that the navy blue I-beams bring the colour and the
feel of the sea inside. At night when the TV is on and the fireplace blazing, they are the only pieces seen against the “disappearing” black steel wall. A
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Alfresco dining A tiny deck was replaced with a more generous,
wraparound one, seen left. “It has created a whole new way of living
here – we spend almost every night eating outdoors,” Leon says.
Showering outdoors The outdoor shower, pictured above, is off
the master bathroom and features a giant boulder that pre-renovation
sat in the living room. Pot plants enjoy a daily splash of water.
Handy man Architect Leon designed most of the timber furniture
in the house, as he does for many of his projects. The bathroom
cupboard pictured at top is handy for towels and other accessories. A
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Never too much The master bedroom is clad in Japanese cedar. It has antibacterial qualities, its fragrance is calming and its finish is soft.
Bathroom tricks While the recycled timber panels run vertically in the bedroom, they run horizontally in the bathroom to make it appear wider.
Timber amour In the office area, recycled cupboards are mounted on the wall as a bookcase. Blue granite floors connect with the seaside location. A

A LARGE BEDSIDE TABLE
FITS PARALLEL TO THE BED

projects where you’re dealing with one wood throughout and it’s really pristine and beautiful,” he says. “But the story
didn’t go like that because we inherited so many possibilities with other materials. The house developed out of the
resources we had.” Much of the timber was left raw and untreated, except for floors and some of the pine panelling.
“We hold on to preconceptions about how we have to treat certain materials and finishes, and sometimes if you let it
go, and let it be, it takes on its own life,” Leon muses. Materials were recycled from out of the home, too. Old electrical
distribution boards were salvaged from a building site and upcycled into a wall of cupboards in the living room.
It was important, also, to maximise the beach frontage – a skinny, inconsequential deck was replaced with a long and
wide version. And ocean-y elements were also incorporated in the new palette, in splashes of navy blue in I-beams and
aluminium window frames in the kitchen and bluestone tiles in the kitchen and bathroom. These were surprisingly laid
with the raw, back side up, as a reminder to the family that nothing is perfect. They were also used as bathroom vanity
countertops, placed on top of two butcher’s block-style cabinets. Ocean roar, or should that be ocean raw? R
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Private corner
Leon, daughter Gabriella, and wife Jann enjoy privacy
from the beach on the wraparound deck’s western side.

Stash away
Stuva storage unit
with drawers in White/
Birch, $160, Ikea.
60cm x 50cm x 64cm.
So affordable!
Northcote standard
terracotta pot, $5.45,
Bunnings. 27cm high.

LEON AND JANN’S
MOODBOARD

E E X TERIOR PAINT

D INTERIOR PAINT – DOOR

FLOORING Douglas Fir Lye treated in Brushed White Oil (A), $265.10
a sq m, Mafi. DECKING Ironbark timber (B), from $108 a sq m (supply
only), Boral. INTERIOR PAINT Dulux Wash & Wear in Noble Knight (C),
$85.90 for 4L. Dulux Wash & Wear in Melon Baby (D), $85.90 for 4L.
EXTERIOR PAINT Porter’s Paints Toughcote in Blue Spruce (E),
$101.20 for 4L. For stockists, see page 175.
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Timber furniture and
finishes combine with
metal elements for
a raw, beachy and
industrial look

Facing north
The master bedroom also leads to
the deck. “Bedrooms don’t have
to be that big, but they need to be
our inner sanctums,” Leon says.

KEY
A Entrance
B Outdoor living
C Master bedroom
D W/C
E Ensuite
F Outdoor shower
G Kitchen
H Study
I Pantry
J Bathroom
K Outdoor dining
L Dining
M Living area
N Stairs
O Bedroom

J

Stripe & tick
Indigo Kantha cushion
cover in Ticking,
$89, Bowerhouse.
65cm square.
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Watery hue
Glass vase in Blue,
$7.95, H&M.
10cm high.
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Comfort outdoors
Linea 2.5-seat sofa in Aged Teak,
$2395, Weylandts.
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floorplan & still-life styling christina banos
photography greg cox/bureaux.co.za (lifestyle shots)

FINISHES

B DECKING

A FLOORING

C INTERIOR PAINT – KITCHEN BE AMS

Top tassels
Hayman throw in Indigo,
$137, Linen & Moore.

Conquer clutter
Vivid basket with
handles in Natural,
$49.95, Freedom.
34cm high.

Seaside seat
Aero stool, $219,
Dare Gallery.
64cm high.

Soak in style
Kartell by Laufen
freestanding bath,
$9950, Reece.
1.76m x 76cm x 54cm.
Fab flask
Flask vase, $4, Kmart.
23cm high; foliage
not included.
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